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VII. INVENTORY CONTROL

A. Perpetual Inventory
Keeping a reliable inventory system is an important component to the success of your School-Based Enterprise.
Inventory records are used to provide data for numerous business activities.  Functions such as buying, accounting,
pricing, selling, merchandising and promotion all rely on accurate and up-to-date inventory data to make the
business run effectively.   One of the keys of an effective inventory system is a goal of having just the right amount
of merchandise on hand to satisfy consumer demand for that item.  For most business operations, both a unit
inventory control system, as well as a dollar inventory control system will be very helpful in obtaining that goal.

In a unit control system, the business is able to tell how many of a particular item has sold, what should be in
stock, and what and how many are on order.   A unit control system with stock-keeping units (SKUs) can be set up
to keep track of individual units with as much detail as you require.  Data such as styles, colors, and sizes in
clothing, brands or flavoring in soft drinks, or topics and seasons in gift cards and balloons can be easily tracked for
individual or department sales, stock turnover, returns, as well as, low or out-of-stock items.

In a dollar control system, the value of the inventory can be computed, the dollar value allotted for future purchases
of merchandise (Open to Buy) can be determined, as well as the potential for profit from your sales.  The dollar
value is a requirement for preparing financial statements, such as the income statement and balance sheet.  To get a
true picture of the value of a business or its profitability, an accurate inventory evaluation is critical.  Dollar control
values can also be used to evaluate worker sales productivity, as well as, sales activity for given time periods.

B. Physical Inventory
A perpetual system using a Point-of-Sale (POS) system of inventory control would be most useful for the SBE,
just as it is commonplace in the retail business world today.   With a perpetual system, inventory records are
updated whenever a change in inventory takes place.  The key to an effective POS system is an individual computer,
or multiple computer terminals networked to provide continuous feedback on the merchandise available for sale.
The options on software to run the system will vary depending on the breadth and depth of your merchandise
assortment and the amount and detail of the inventory reports you wish to generate. Other key components of a
POS system would include the following; a bar code scanner with a printer or device capable of producing bar
codes,  a printer to record detailed customer sales receipts along with printed reports, a dedicated cash drawer, and
the option to network other sales terminals to the system.

The physical inventory is another essential component for a well run SBE. Depending on the type of merchandise
sold in your business, the timing of a physical count of merchandise may vary from daily to weekly or monthly, to
even once a semester or year. Items of high dollar value such as jewelry, or high demand items such as CDs might
need to be counted daily or weekly.  You may conduct a limited physical inventory on merchandise carried by a
vendor who will be calling on the SBE in the near future.  The physical count is the only accurate way to find out
inventory quantity and value on a given day or time.   There are a number of factors that might create discrepancies
between the physical and perpetual inventory figures.  Merchandise may be lost, stolen, damaged, or improperly
recorded when received or sold.  The physical count should get the inventory records accurately matched.

C. Security/Shrinkage
When differences between perpetual and physical inventory amounts occur, the concept of inventory shrinkage needs
to be addressed.  Inventory shrinkage occurs when the physical count of inventory is lower than what the SBE's
inventory records show. When discrepancies occur, a number of problem areas need to be looked into, some
procedural in nature, some dealing with security problems.
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Shoplifting, or theft by customers can be a major shrinkage problem.  If left unaddressed, losses can create a great
financial burden to overcome.  Because the typical shopper in a school-based enterprise is a teenager, shoplifting
may occur as a dare under peer pressure, or just for kicks.  Also the physical layout of most SBEs along with
crowded conditions creates a situation where opportunities for shoplifting may be great.

An even bigger problem for many businesses, including SBEs is theft by employees. Theft of money and time by
workers are addressed in other sections of this Guide, theft of merchandise will be discussed here. An
employee/worker has the opportunity to be dishonest in any number of activities that create shrinkage. Taking
merchandise from the store or passing out items to friends may occur. Eating food or drink items without paying
for them is always a problem in food service operations. Hiding items in the trash or allowing other workers or
friends’ access to merchandise in unsupervised areas such as stockrooms, display areas, or receiving areas may create
opportunity for theft.  In addition, marking inventory with a lower price than planned upon receiving stock, giving
unauthorized markdowns to others, or switching tags before they or others purchase items creates shrinkage.

Once your recognize the opportunities for theft that exist, it is your responsibility to institute preventive measures
to discourage theft and shrinkage.  The following guidelines are offered as ways to reduce shoplifting.

• Train workers to be observant of customers and be aware of procedures to follow if they believe shoplifting
has occurred.  Every member of the SBE staff should have security on their minds at all times.

• Assign an employee to work as a security person at the entrance/exit to the business.  Limit the number of
customers in the store at a given time.

• Have customers check all bags and large coats at a security area near the entrance.
• Post signs to inform customers they may be under surveillance.
• Merchandise should be arranged and displayed to minimize opportunity for theft.  Place valuable items

such as jewelry, CDs, or gift items in locked display cases.
• Install a closed-circuit television system with multiple camera locations.  Have the availability to record

activities with a VCR.  A time-date generator VCR is best to use for potential legal action.
• If fitting rooms are used, assign a worker to monitor its use.

To prevent employee theft some additional security measures should be addressed.  They include the following:
• Have all workers (and parents) read and sign a contract that spells out their role and responsibilities in

handling merchandise, money, and equipment.  Stress honesty and ethics with the entire staff.   Make sure
your code of conduct is in agreement with the school's code.

• The instructor or manager should approve all employee purchases.  Special forms may be used for
employee purchases, including candy and food.  Employees should never ring up their own sales.

• Limit access to certain merchandise areas and do not allow individuals in selling areas by themselves.  Pay
close attention to workers who arrive early and/or stay late.

• Employees should not be allowed to bring coats, purses, or book bags into the store.

Other areas of a procedural nature that workers should follow to reduce shrinkage might include the following:
• Report damage to goods immediately so inventory may be adjusted for the loss.
• Double check all items received to ensure the SKU and retail price figures are correct.
• Have employees record all sales, returns, and exchange transactions correctly.
• When taking inventory, use a team system or double check for count accuracy.

Depending on the structure of the class or classes, it may be possible to carry out both an ongoing physical
inventory system and a perpetual inventory.  If such a procedure is possible, you will notice the immediate ability
to identify shortages in a short period of time.  This will also help the instructor to identify the areas of the
operations where attention is most needed.

This procedure can be accomplished by:
1. Assigning students to a specific section of the school store.
2. Generating a current inventory list for the store.
3. Assigning students to count the merchandise on inventory shelves.
4. Comparing lists to identify any shortages.

This will allow the management staff to identify those areas that do exist.  If the shortage problem is an internal
one, a different individual should physically inventory selected items and compare the two findings with the
perpetual (paper) inventory.

D. Dealing with Shortages
1. Take physical inventory monthly. Match it up with your perpetual inventory system if you have a computerized

cash register system. The auditors expect you to do a physical inventory at least once a month even if you have
a perpetual system.

2. Shortages need to be dealt with immediately even if it means shutting down the store to figure out why.
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3. If shortages persist you might want to buy a surveillance camera.
4. Check out the possibility of students ringing in short. (This is another reason to do physical inventory.)
5. Program your cash registers to ring in for amount of sale.
6. Only assign one person as a cashier during a shift and they should balance out the drawer at the end of their

shift.
7. If the school store is consistently loosing money, someone is probably stealing.

E. Learning Activity
As a worker in a school-based enterprise, protecting the value of the assets in the business from shrinkage is a major
responsibility.  You are to identify areas of your business that might have potential for inventory shrinkage.  You are
also asked to provide suggestions to improve the inventory control procedures or security procedures to minimize
shrinkage.
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